Where did the Bumble Bee take its first Flight?

Name one Helicopter you saw at the Museum.

Name an airplane that has a shark mouth.

Who is known for flying in a Model 10 Electra?

Name an aircraft that can land in water?

What Airplane is nicknamed the Warthog?

What Aircraft has a Donkey on its nose?

Name a Cargo Airplane in Hangar 3 or 4.

Name an Aircraft that is painted in camouflage.
Answer key

Where did the Bumble Bee take its first flight?
Marana AZ

Name one helicopter you saw at the Museum.
Westland Lynx, Huey, Super Cobra or more

Name an airplane that has a shark mouth.
Tom Cat

Who is known for flying in a Model 10 Electra?
Amelia Earhart

Name an aircraft that can land in water.
Mariner, Widgeon, Catalina or more

What airplane is nicknamed the Warthog?
A-10 Thunderbolt II

What aircraft has a donkey on its nose?
B-24 Liberator

Name a cargo airplane in Hangar 3 or 4
SkyTrain or Commando

Name an aircraft that is painted in camouflage.
A-10, Huey, Lynx or more